v. 1. A fish factory in Astrakhan (1908)
    Sten’ka Razin (1908)
    Princess Tarakanova (1910)
    Romance with Double-Bass (Chekhov adaptation) (1911)
v. 2. Drama in a Gypsy camp near Moscow (1908)
    Brigand Brothers (1912)
    16th century Russian wedding (1909)
    Rusalka (1910)
v. 3. The dragonfly and the ant (1911)
    Christmas Eve (Gogol adaption) (1913)
    The Lily of Belgium. (1915)
v. 4. The Wedding day (1912)
    Merchant Bashkirov’s daughter (1913)
v. 5. The Queen of spades = Pikovaia dama (Pushkin adaption) (1910)
    The house in Kolomna = Domik v Kolomne (Pushkin adaption) (1913).
v. 6. The peasants’ lot = Krest’ianshaia dolia (1912)
    Silent witnesses = Nemye svideteli (1914)
v. 7. A child of the big city = Ditia bol’shogo goroda (1913)
    The 1002nd ruse = Tysiacha vtoraiia khitrost’ (1915)
    Daydreams = Grezy (1915).
v. 8. The departure of a great old man = Ukhod velikogo startsa (1912) (about Tolstoy)
    The queen of spades = Pikovaia dama (1916)
v. 9. Antosha ruined by a corset = Antoshu korset pogubil (1916)
    A life for a life = Zhizn’ za zhizn’ (1916)
    The funeral of Vera Kholodnaia (1919)
v. 10. The revolutionary = Revoliutsioner (1917)
    For luck = Za schast’em/K schast’iu (1917)
    Behind the screen = Kulisy ekrana (1917)